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Drops of volatile liquid placed on sufficiently hot plates are spectacularly mobile and move
away from their initial position, as reported in 1756 by Leidenfrost [1]. The elusive character of
Leidenfrost drops arises from the presence of a cushion of vapor beneath the liquid, which generates
a frictionless situation and makes these hovercrafts sensitive to any external force (gravity, airflows).
This “passive” behavior is questioned here. Indeed, even if the Leidenfrost phenomenon has been
described for about a quarter of a millennium, the existence and the effect of internal flows were
hardly addressed. To investigate such motions, we look at the drops while they are pinned by a
needle or immobilized by deepening the substrate. Figure 1 shows the presence of strong internal
flows, as revealed by long-time exposure (about 200 ms) photos of water drops containing tracers
placed on brass brought to 300 °C.

FIG. 1. Long-exposure photographs (exposure time is 200 ms) of water drops levitating above slightly
curved brass brought to T = 300 ◦ C. Tracer particles have been added to visualize internal flows in the
enlightened central planes. (a) A puddle hosts two internal convective cells. (b) Flow symmetry is markedly
different for a quasispherical droplet, where we observe a simple rolling motion. Both bars show 2 mm.
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FIG. 2. Infrared images of the surface of a water drop (water is opaque at such wavelengths) levitating
above a slightly curved brass surface heated at 350 °C. Images are taken with a thermal camera using a
calibration range from −40 to 150 ◦ C, only suitable for water and not for brass. Both bars show 2 mm.

The morphology of the inner flows depends on the drop size. On the one hand, water motion in
a large drop consists of symmetric convective cells in the illuminated slice [Fig. 1(a)]. On the other
hand, smaller droplets host a unique asymmetric flow cell [Fig. 1(b)]: water now simply rotates in a
solidlike fashion.
The dynamical nature of Leidenfrost drops may originate from the vapor film whose flow can
entrain liquid by viscosity, but it can also be temperature-driven [2]. Figure 2(a) reveals the existence
of strong vertical thermal gradients along the drop surface, which induces interfacial Marangoni
flow from the hot base to the cooler apex, with a downward motion along the drop vertical axis, a
scenario in agreement with the flow characteristics reported in Fig. 1(a). In contrast, temperature is
observed in Fig. 2(b) to be homogenized in smaller droplets, an effect that might be due both to the
asymmetric rolling and to the proximity of the hot plate.
As is obvious in Figs. 1 and 2, large drops are flattened by gravity whereas smaller ones are
quasispherical. This change in aspect ratio triggers the transition between symmetric counterrotation to asymmetric rolling—as also reported for other systems [3]. Interestingly, this symmetry
breaking dictates the behavior of free drops on hot substrates made as horizontal as possible.
Then symmetric puddles slide along the unavoidable slope of the substrate, while droplets are all
observed to self-propel in a random direction that corresponds to their internal rotational (Fig. 3).
This conversion of rotation into translation is not trivial, since drops rotate above a vapor film. We
discuss in [4] the possible origin of the motion, which contributes to and even somehow explains
the legendary mobility of liquids in the Leidenfrost state.

FIG. 3. Chronophotography of a millimeter-sized water droplet (R ≈ 1 mm) self-propelling on a flat
reflective substrate heated at 300 ◦ C. Water, initially immobilized by a needle located at a distance H above
the substrate, detaches at a radius R ≈ H /2 and then spontaneously moves away in the direction set by the
internal rotation. The color gradient is used to highlight the successive positions of the drop (time interval of
≈180 ms).
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